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Abstract
Protecting a system against intrusion and data theft requires it 
to provide appropriate levels of both design security and data 
security. To achieve this, an efficient crypto system should be 
employed in the design of embedded systems. In this paper, the 
design and implementation of a crypto hash SHA-256 logic core 
suitable for embedded environment in reconfigurable hardware is 
presented. It also discusses the various applications of the design in 
the embedded areas. Verilog HDL was used to model the hardware. 
With the Crypto SoC implemented in Altera Cyclone II FPGA 
running on 50 MHz system clock, a throughput of 560 Mbps was 
obtained for the SHA-256 core.
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I. Introduction
The wide spread adoption of Internet as a secure medium for 
communication and e-commerce has made cryptography a vital 
part of today’s information systems. Hash functions are mainly 
used in conjunction with cryptographic encryption standards to 
provide message authentication. They are also widely spread in 
many wireless protocols such as WAP and networking protocols 
like SNMP etc. Hash functions are also used for the implementation 
of Digital signature algorithms [1] and Random number generators 
[2]. With the advent of new encryptions standards like AES, 
security and resistance of hash algorithms are also to be improved. 
Also to meet today’s requirements the supporting cryptosystems 
should exhibit high performance and efficiency. These demanding 
requirements can be achieved by integrating the cryptosystem 
hardware into designs. Widely used hash algorithms like MD-5, 
SHA-0, SHA-1 etc.have reported severe collisions and found 
to be cracked with softwares run in PC. SHA-2 hash family has 
become the newest powerfulhash function standard.
SHA-2 (Secure Hash Algorithm) was released in 2001 by US 
National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST) [3]. The 
SHA-2 [4], is a family of four hashing algorithms SHA-224, 
SHA-256, SHA-384 and SHA-512. The numberin the names 
correspond to the size of message digest in bits. SHA-2 has 
replaced SHA-1 and MD5 in almost all areas of application. Till 
this date, no security flaws have been identified in SHA-2. But 
due to algorithmic similarity between SHA-2 family and SHA-1, 
that they are both built using Merkle-Damgard construction, NIST 
have felt need for an improved family of hash functions. Thus they 
announced a competition on November 2, 2007, initiatingan effort 
to develop one or more additional hash algorithms called SHA-3 
hash functions through a public competition. On October 2, 2012, 
Keccak was selected as the winner of the NIST hash function 
competition. Nevertheless SHA-3 is not meant to complement 
SHA-2.
Apart from the applications specified at the beginning, hash 
functions are employed in embedded systems to provide security 
and authentication. These algorithms when implemented in 
software saves area and is suitable for devices like mobile phones 

where both area and power are considered precious. But this comes 
with the cost of performance reduction. Implementing complex 
functions as instructions may slow down processor’s data path. 
Thus by employing co-processors to calculate hash values will 
relieve processor to perform simple operations effectively. Also 
co-processors can run at different frequencies typically much 
faster than a processor, thus improving the total efficiency of the 
system and imposing little constraints on delay. Atmel proposes 
an architecture to implement authentication between two digital 
ICs where SHA core can be added as a co-processor to perform 
authentication.
Many studies have been done on implementation of SHA core both 
on FPGA and ASIC level [5-7]. The various techniques to improve 
throughput and reduce critical paths are also discussed [8-11]. 
Some of the designs proposed do not include the preprocessing 
stage. This paper concentrates on the implementation of SHA-2, 
specifically SHA-256 in Embedded System environment. The 
design falls within the category of fully automated system. The 
design also discuss similar architecture but imposes additional 
constraints to the user (probably a microcontroller) to initiate 
hashing. Separate clock can be given to the core for faster 
operations. Also in most of the embedded system application the 
input to the core might be coming from an IC or a micro controller 
through a bus. Typically this bus width cannot be more than 16 bits 
for a general purpose microcontroller. Most of the papers surveyed 
takes input to the core as a block of 512 bits which is rather not 
practical for a lightweight application. In the proposed design, 
input can be taken as 8 bits andis controlled by single pin.The 
design was implementedin Altera DE II FPGA and a throughput 
of 567 Mbpswas achieved.Techniques to reduce critical path have 
been investigated. Due to time constraints techniques to improve 
throughput using Carry Save Adders etc are not discussed in this 
project. 

II. SHA 256 Algorithm 
SHA-2 inputs messages with the maximum length upto 264-1 
in blocks of 512 bits and process these blocks internally based 
on 32-bit words. At the output, it produces a 256-bits message 
digest. The computation of the message digest performed through 
three stages:

A. Preprocessing
To ensure that the message has length multiple of 512 bits:

First, a bit 1 is appended.1. 
Next, k bits 0 are appended, with k being the smallest positive 2. 
integer such that l+1+k = 448 mod 512, where l is the length 
in bits of the initial message. 
Finally, the length l < 23. 64 of the initial message is represented 
with exactly 64 bits, and these bits are added at the end of 
the message. 

The message shall always be padded, even if the initial length is 
already a multiple of 512.
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B. Block Decomposition
Each of the N preprocessed blocks contains 16 message words (Mt, 
0 ≤ t ≤ 15) of 32 bits each. These M(i) message blocks are passed 
individually to the message scheduler. The message scheduler 
takes each M(i) and expands it into 64 32-bit Wt blocks, according 
to the equations:

where, (Wt-2)
1 = σ1(Wt-2) and (Wt-2)

0 = σ0 (Wt-2). 

The function ROTRn(x) denotes a circular rotation of x by n 
positions to the right, whilst the function SHRn(x) denotes the 
right shifting of x by n positions. All additions in the SHA-256 
algorithm are modulo 232.

C. Hash Computation
The SHA-2 algorithms comprise sixty four messageschedule 
words (W0,…..,W63), eight working variables (a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h), 
and also eight hash values (H0

(0), …….., H7
(0)) and sixty four 

keys (K0, ….. , K63) as specified in [3]. The processing unit uses 
the logic functions:
Ch(X,Y,Z),Maj(X,Y,Z), ∑0(X) and ∑1(X).
Ch(x, y, z) = (x AND y) XOR (  AND z)
Maj(x, y, z) = (x AND y) XOR (x AND z) XOR
(y AND z)
∑0(X) = ROTR2(x)XOR ROTR13(x) XOR ROTR22(x)
∑1(X) = ROTR6(x) XOR ROTR11(x) XOR ROTR25(x)

Next, the blocks M(1), M(2),……, M(N) are processed one at a 
time:

For t = 1 to N,
(i) Set 
a = H0

(t-1)

b = H1
(t-1)

c = H2
(t-1)

d = H3
(t-1)

e = H4
(t-1)

f = H5
(t-1)

g = H6
(t-1)

h = H7
(t-1)

(ii). Do 64 rounds consisting of: 
T1 = h + ∑1(e) + Ch(e, f, g) + Kt + Wt
T2 = ∑0(a) + Maj(a, b, c)
a = T1 + T2  e = d + T1
b = a   f = e
c = b   g = f
d = c   h = g

(iii). Compute the new value of Hi
(t)

H0
(t) = H0

(t-1) + a
H1

(t) = H1
(t-1) + b

H2
(t) = H2

(t-1) + c
H3

(t) = H3
(t-1) + d

H4
(t) = H4

(t-1) + e
H5

(t) = H5
(t-1) + f

H6
(t) = H6

(t-1) + g

H7
(t) = H7

(t-1) + h 
The hash of the message is the concatenation of the variables Hi

(N) 
after the last block has been processed :
H = H0

(N) || H1
(N) || H2

(N) ||  H3
(N) || H4

(N) || H5
(N) || H6

(N) || H7
(N)

III. SHA 256 IP CORE 

A. Core Block Diagram 
The SHA 256 core is comprised of 2 blocks:

Fig. 1: Core Block Diagram

1. Preprocessing Block: It is composed of 3 sub-units:

(i). Memory Unit
The input message entered to the core as 8 bit chunks, is at first 
stored in the memory unit. A Length counter has been implemented 
inside the memory block which counts the total characters entered 
as the input message .Once the data entry is complete (which is 
signaled by the write (w) signal), the memory unit quickly transfers 
the complete block of input data along with the message length 
to the padding unit.

(ii). Padding Unit
The Padding unit handles the message padding task. It appends 
the message with a 1 followed with a sequence of 0’s as required. 
The length of the input message is specified at the last 64 bits of 
the padded message. The padded message is 512 bits long. 

(iii). Parsing Unit
The Parsing unit divides the padded message into 16 words of 32 
bits each and stores them in separate registers. 

2. Hash Computation Block
The padded and parsed input message stored in registers is given to 
the hash computation block, which will then compute the message 
digest corresponding to the input message in 64 rounds (clock 
cycles). The Keys (Ki) for each round are already stored in the 
hash computation block.

B. Core I/O Diagram

Fig. 2: Core I/O Diagram
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IV. Implementation Results
The proposed architecture was implemented in Verilog HDL and 
synthesized on an ALTERA 

CYCLONE II (EP2C35F672C6) FPGA in ALTERA DE2 
Development Board using Altera 
Quartus®II Version 10.1 EDA tool. Modelsim® IDE was used 
for simulating the design. The architecture require 65 cycles to 
process a 512-bit input block. The throughput was calculated 
using equation,

Design verification is performed with the help of timing simulations 
using SignalTap®II Logic Analyzer tool of Quartus®. A MATLAB® 
implementation of SHA 256 is done and test results are compared 
with MATLAB® simulation. The core utilizes 31% of FPGA 
resources including memory and 14% excluding it. The maximum 
frequency of operation of core is found by timing analysis using 
Time Quest® Timing Analyzer of Quartus® and was found to be 
70.88 MHz. At this frequency the maximum throughput of 567 
Mbps has been obtained using the above equation.
The core was implemented on Altera DE2 development board. 
Since the output message digest (hash value) is 256 bits long, it 
was difficult to verify the output directly using the development 
board since there were no enough resources to view the output 
in it. So we used a post-synthesis verification tool, SignalTap®II 
Logic Analyzer available with the Quartus IDE. Figure. 3 shows 
a snapshot of the timing simulation output that verifies the 
functionality of the SHA-256 IP core designed in this work.

Fig. 3: Synthesis Results Using SignalTap® II Logic Analyzer

V. Conclusion 
This paper proposes an implementation of SHA256 IP core for 
lightweight applications. This core can be introduced as a co-
processor in the existing embedded environment without much 
changes in the system. Since, the core runs using a separate clock, 
it does not introduce any latency in the data path. This in turn 
makes it more suitable for real-time embedded applications which 
demands higher security levels.
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